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Spatial reasoning improves  
mathematics understanding

A spatial reasoning resource  
supporting practitioners and families

Reaching a wide audience  
since launch 

• Spatial reasoning involves understanding the position, 
dimensions and properties of objects and their  
relationships to one another.

• Aspects of spatial reasoning include position,  
direction, navigation, orientation, shape properties  
and composition, scaling and perspective taking.

• We use spatial reasoning every day: to stack  
the dishwasher, navigate to unfamiliar places  
and put together flat-pack furniture.

• Spatial reasoning can be trained from an early age  
and improves children’s mathematics skills, particularly  
for children from disadvantaged backgrounds.

• Spatial activities are highly engaging and enjoyable  
for children.

Designed to assist practitioners 
and families supporting children 
from birth to 7 years.

Offering evidence-based practical 
support to enhance young children’s 
mathematical skills.

Resources include videos, book lists,  
posters, a summary of research evidence,  
and a developmental trajectory for spatial 
reasoning skills and understanding.

The Spatial Reasoning Toolkit appeals 
to many different types of users

Nursery Practitioners
Childminders

Teachers
Teaching Assistants

Mathematics Subject Leaders
SEND leaders

Early Years leaders

Parents and Carers Teacher Educators
Student Teachers

Mathematics Education 
Researchers

*Data from launch on 28.2.22 to 28.2.23.
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Spatial Reasoning Toolkit

At this age children are developing understanding of aspects of shape and space 

including composition (how shapes fit together), movements like turning and flipping, 

symmetry and scale. Children are beginning to recognise and predict familiar routes 

(e.g. to the park).

Puzzles
Moving, turning and 

predicting how pieces will fit

Small world play

Understanding 

position and direction

Out and about

Remembering and predicting 

routes, landmarks and 

directions, discussing 

perspectives and distance

Obstacle courses

Experiencing and talking 

about directions

Pattern making  

and spotting 

Arranging objects to make 

spatial patterns (position), 

noticing spatial patterns 

including symmetry in 

everyday objects  

Block play

Using size and shape relationships 

as well as parts and whole to 

select blocks for specific purposes/

structures 

Books
Using spatial language
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4-5 years  
Spatial Reasoning Toolkit
At this age children are learning to solve problems involving predictions and are 

beginning to use visualisation to imagine spatial information in the mind’s eye (e.g. 

turning and flipping objects to see what will fit, mentally planning what to build). 

Compositions become more complex (e.g. combining shapes to make other shapes, 

reflections with four lines of symmetry). Children are developing their ability to follow 

and give directions and to use landmarks to find their way.

Hiding or barrier games

Developing visualisation, 

prediction and spatial language 

Maps and models
Developing navigation and 

understanding of scale by using and 

creating simple maps and models 

Puzzles
Understanding fit, composition 

and decomposition, through 

visualisation and discussion 

Pattern making
Exploring symmetry (reflection)

Construction
Building constructions with 

arches and enclosures 

(perhaps linked to a story)   

Books
Exploring shapes and sizes. 

Interpreting what book 

characters may see 

Small world play
Exploring relative position, 

distances and transformation 

(turning and flipping objects)

same/different, 

beside, in front, 
cylinder

upside down, 
forwards,  

next to 
around

other way 
round, 

opposite, 
reflection, 

match

between, 
in front, 
behind, 

underneath, 
same

small, under, 
turn, same,

different

fit, turn,  
twist,  
corner 

before 
straight on, 

between, 
behind
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6-7 years  
Spatial Reasoning ToolkitAt this age children are developing their ability to visualise what objects will look 

like from different viewpoints (including from above). They are beginning to use the 
correct relative distances to create scaled models and maps and can decompose 
shapes in different ways (e.g. predicting nets and cross–sections). Children are also 
developing their ability to visualise transformations (e.g. predicting half-turn rotations, 
or predicting the path and distance of travelling objects).

Paper folding and nets Developing shape composition and decomposition through visualisation and prediction  

Pattern making
Understanding symmetry (rotational and reflective) 

Small world play
Developing complex scaled environments and interpreting what characters may see  

Puzzles & pattern blocksPredicting what shapes will look like after being rotated/flipped/combined

Maps
Developing navigation, and understanding of scale   

Books
Developing navigation through acting out and discussing journeys and directions

Construction
Beginning to use exploded diagrams to construct models   

Ball games
Predicting path and distance 

half-way, 
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Under 3 years  Spatial Reasoning Toolkit
At this age children will be developing an awareness of their own bodies, exploring 

space, investigating and manipulating objects, enjoying hiding and exploring different 

viewpoints. You can encourage their spatial development by providing ample time for exploration 

and by using spatial words during play and everyday routines.

Floor playDeveloping body awareness 

Stacking and  nesting toysBuilding towers ‘up’ to knock 
‘down’, choosing bricks to build

Sand and water playDeveloping interest in filling 
and emptying containers, and 
hiding and revealing objects

Puzzles
Beginning to use the shape and size of pieces 

to fit

Malleable materialsResponding to changes in 
shape and size

Transporting Experiencing what will fit, 
exploring routes, distance  
and position  

Books
Responding to hand gestures 
and words to point out size 
differences, e.g., ‘big cat, small 
cat’ and shape properties, e.g., 
‘pointy teeth’ 

Outdoor playThinking about routes and 
different viewpoints

head,  
arms,  
legs,  
feet long way away, bumpy, corner,  high, low 

long,  short, round, curvy,  
flat

big, small, full, in, out

big, small, teeny, giant, round

in, out,  
full,  

all gone

in, curvy,  turn, over there

on, up, down, big, small
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Receiving positive practitioner feedback

Ideas for using the Spatial Reasoning Toolkit

Scan the QR code 
to visit the Spatial 
Reasoning Toolkit
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it A flexible, useful 

resource for all 
practitioners

“I have never looked at spatial 
reasoning in as much detail as I have 
since this ... it’s opened my eyes to the 

small steps [of progress].” 
Primary Maths Subject Leader

“It’s definitely given me  
more confidence.”  

Nursery Class Teacher

“I think [my pupils are] coming out  
with better spatial reasoning than  

[the cohort] two years ago.”
Reception Teacher and Early Years Lead 

“They [the children] got to take 
ownership of their learning in a way 

where it wasn’t just us talking at them.” 
Year Two Teacher

“It’s [the toolkit] allowing me to focus 
more on letting the children play with 

their agenda.” 
Reception Teacher and Early Years Lead

“I embedded the spatial reasoning 
objectives out of the toolkit into the 
medium term [curriculum] planning.” 

Primary Senior Leader  
and Maths Subject Leader

“We used it [the toolkit] .. in different 
lessons across the curriculum.” 

Year Two Teacher

“I have found your trajectories really 
specific and easy to use.” 

Early Years Practitioner

Empowering 
practitioners 

Suitable for 
curriculum 
integration

Positive impact  
on children’s  

spatial reasoning

Child-led  
learning

Multi-
purpose use 

Easy to use, 
multi-modal 

resource

Spatial Week in Year Two. 
Practitioners in a large urban 
primary school used the Spatial 
Reasoning Toolkit to design a 
focus week on spatial reasoning 
for Year Two pupils. Spatial Week 
ran in the Summer Term.  
Spatial reasoning activities  
were incorporated into many 

parts of the school day across different subjects.
The days started with spatial language games such as ‘Teacher 
Says’ asking the children to draw shapes in certain orientations 
and in relation to other shapes. In P.E., children created obstacle 
courses and completed them being supported with spatial 
language. In geography, children navigated the school grounds  
to locate items and drew maps. In maths, nets were used to 
discuss 3D shape properties.

During reading, books relating  
to shapes, space and measures 
were used to support children’s 
understanding of spatial reasoning 
concepts. In choosing time, jigsaw 
puzzles allowed pupils to practice 
their visuo-spatial skills such as 

mental rotation. All the activities were engaging and fun and 
provided a contrast to desk-based learning. The result from  
just one week of focused spatial reasoning training was a 
significant improvement in children’s spatial language skills.  
An added benefit was the social development opportunity 
provided by these team-based, 
predominantly child-led activities. 
Practitioners have now 
incorporated many of these  
ideas into their curriculum  
planning for Year Two.  

Spatial reasoning integrated into the curriculum.  
In a small, coastal primary school the 
Spatial Reasoning Toolkit facilitated  
a strategic decision to embed spatial 
reasoning objectives into the Key Stage 
One maths curriculum. Staff took time  
to explore the content in the research 
summaries and learning trajectory to 
understand what spatial reasoning 
encompassed. The videos were used  
for staff training and prompted  

discussions about how to introduce spatial reasoning into 
lessons. The posters were used on classroom walls to provide 
spatial reasoning ideas and language prompts to support 
practitioners in teaching moments. Similarly, in Early Years, spatial 
reasoning objectives were extended in the medium-term maths 
planning. Continuous provision now incorporates elements of 
spatial reasoning to support the relevant development steps.

In Reception, books, such as  
Rosie’s Walk, have been used as a 
base for teaching a range of spatial 
skills across a whole week.  
Topics such as perspective taking 
have allowed children to consider 
objects and places from different 
viewpoints and develop their 

prepositional language skills. As a result of this work, practitioners 
have an increased understanding and awareness of the 
importance of spatial reasoning and how teacher-led and 

continuous provision environments 
can support it. One of the biggest 
impacts for children has been an 
increased comprehension of spatial 
language and their ability to use  
it in the appropriate context. 


